1. Introduction

In recent years, the application of low-temperature plasmas has attracted interest. Due to the high content of water on Earth and some foods and organisms also contain a lot of water, the application research of discharge plasma in agriculture, food, and biomedical fields mostly involves the interaction between plasma and water. Therefore, the plasma device should be developed and designed. The interface physicochemical process should be regulated, and the activation of water by plasma should be studied. Plasma discharge can produce a large amount of reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (RONS) through the plasma discharge in water or water surface, and the physicochemical interaction between RONS and water is carried out to obtain the plasma-activated water (PAW). PAW has the characteristics of a high content of active components, good uniformity and fluidity, and low pH, which refers to functional water [1], and has a wide range of applications without secondary pollution.

PAW is widely used in many fields, such as medicine, agriculture, and biology [2–7]. PAW can inactivate SARS-CoV-2 [2] and has a positive effect on the growth of pea, wheat, and lentil seedlings [8–10]. PAW can also effectively
kill Staphylococcus aureus [11], inhibit the growth of Fusarium oxysporum AF93247, and effectively inhibit the spoilage of green peppers and maintain its quality [12].

Existing plasma devices used to prepare PAW include the helium plasma jet device [13, 14], mesh electrode dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) device [15–17], dielectric barrier reactor equipment discharge device [8], cathode (needle) anode (copper ring) glass tube dielectric isolation discharge system [18], planar DBD [1], and coaxial DBD [19]. The main disadvantages of these discharge plasma devices are the small contact area between plasma and water, the high cost of helium gas, the low plasma concentration produced by helium plasma jet, and the unsuitability for mass processing. Given the wide application of PAW, its demand is increasing. A plasma device with a simple design, evident activation effect, low cost, and suitability for mass processing is urgently needed.

The needle-plate corona discharge device was widely used in promoting seed germination [20, 21], drying [22, 23], thawing [24], and other aspects. In order to improve the concentration of plasma active particles and highlight the effect of electric field on water, the DBD structure and the traditional needle array-plate corona discharge structure were combined, and a needle array-plate DBD device was used. The high-voltage needle electrode is a multineedle array, and the grounding aluminum plate electrode is covered with a 4 mm thick PMMA dielectric plate. The covering of the dielectric plate is not easy to break down, and a large adjustable voltage range, increased plasma concentration, and evident effect are observed. The plasma concentration is higher than that of other plasma emitters in the process of activating water by using a needle array-plate DBD device. And as the water is activated, the water surface produces vibration ripples. This is beneficial to the evaporation of water, the increased contact area between plasma and water, and enhanced activation ability. PAW with a longer activation time may be of significance to the mutation breeding of Astragalus adsurgens Pall.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Plasma Discharge Setup and Diagnosis

2.1.1. Needle Array-Plate DBD Device. The needle array-plate DBD device was used in this study (Figure 1). The power supply of the experimental device was AC. The frequency was 50 Hz, and the voltage was continuously adjustable from 0 kV to 50 kV. The high-voltage power supply is a transformer; the high-voltage electrode was composed of a needle array with a length of 2 cm; the diameter of the needle is 1.56 (±0.02) mm, and horizontal and vertical spacing of 4 cm. The grounding end was a planar aluminum plate covered with a PMMA dielectric plate with a thickness of 4 mm. The whole-electrode system was closed using a dark box to create a relatively closed experimental environment, which could allow air to enter and effectively reduce the diffusion speed of the discharge plasma to the outside world for full interaction with water.

2.1.2. Plasma Diagnosis. The SLR camera (Nikon D7000, Japan) was used to capture images of the discharge conditions under different conditions. The plasma emission spectra under different voltages and needle-dielectric plate distances were analyzed using a spectrometer (Kymera ANDOR 328i) to diagnose the variety and concentration of particles in the plasma produced by the needle array-plate DBD (spectrometer focal length: 328 mm; image resolution: 0.44–0.31 nm continuously adjustable; detector type: DH334T-16F-E3).

2.2. Experimental Methods

2.2.1. Discharge Plasma Treatment. The deionized water (UPR-I-60L UPR pure water manufacturing system, Sichuan) was allowed to stand in the air for 12 h. Thus, the concentration of dissolved gas in the deionized water was equilibrated with that in the air to ensure that the concentration of dissolved gas was constant during the experiment [25]. Deionized water (50 ml) was collected from the measuring cylinder and placed into a polypropylene Petri dish with an inner diameter of 14 cm. The mass of deionized water was accurately weighed using an electronic balance with an accuracy of 0.0001 g.

Firstly, when the distance between the needle tip and the dielectric plate is constant and the voltage is changed, the change of PAW indexes with time is analyzed: the distance between the needle tip and the dielectric plate was 4 cm; 50 ml of deionized water was poured into a Petri dish with an inner diameter of 14 cm; the liquid level depth was only 0.325 cm; and the distance from the needle tip to the water surface was 3.675 cm. Using 15 kV, 20 kV, and 25 kV voltages, six parallel Petri dishes with deionized water were placed under each voltage gradient, and one Petri dish was taken out every 10 minutes for measurement; each experiment was repeated 3 times.

When the voltage is constant and the distance from the needle tip to the dielectric plate is changed, the change of PAW indexes with time is analyzed: the distance between the needle tip and the dielectric plate was 4 cm; 50 ml of deionized water was poured into a Petri dish with an inner diameter of 14 cm; the liquid level depth was only 0.325 cm; and the distance from the needle tip to the water surface was 2.675 cm, 3.675 cm, and 4.675 cm, respectively. Six parallel Petri dishes with deionized water were placed under the gradient of each needle-dielectric plate distances, and one Petri dish was taken out every 10 minutes for measurement; each experiment was repeated 3 times.

2.2.2. Ionic Wind. The ionic wind speed under the tip of the needle under different experimental conditions was measured using a thermal anemometer probe (405i, Ruice Electronics Technology Co. Ltd., Guangzhou, China; a schematic diagram is shown in Figure 1). Each experiment was repeated 10 times independently and averaged.

2.2.3. Evaporation Rate. PAW of six dishes were treated under the same experimental conditions, and one dish was taken out every 10 minutes. The PAW after treatment was...
accurately weighed and marked using an electronic balance with an accuracy of 0.0001 g. The evaporation rate of treated water under different conditions was calculated using the following formula:

$$V = \frac{m' - m}{St},$$

(1)

where $V$ is the evaporation rate, $m'$ is the quality of the PAW, $m$ is the mass of untreated deionized water, $S$ is cross-sectional area of the Petri dish, and $t$ is the processing time.

2.2.4. pH. Part of the weighed PAW was taken out, and its pH was measured using a pH meter (PHS-2F Shanghai) with an accuracy of 0.01.

2.2.5. Electrical Conductivity. A part of PAW was collected, and its conductivity was measured using a conductivity meter (DDS-307A Shanghai) with an accuracy of 0.1.

2.2.6. UV/Vis Spectra. Within 30 min after water treatment, the UV/Vis spectra of PAW were mapped using a micro-UV/Vis spectrophotometer (NanoDrop OneC). The liquid to be tested was injected into a 10 mm quartz cuvette. The optical path length was 10 mm, and the absorbance in the wavelength range of 190–850 nm was measured.

2.2.7. Spectral Analysis. The concentration of RONS could be determined from the spectra by using the Beer–Lambert law:

$$\text{Abs}_\lambda = elc,$$

(2)

where $e$ is the molar absorptivity of the chemical species at a certain wavelength $\lambda$, $l$ is the optical path length (10 mm), and $c$ is the concentration of RONS.

![Figure 1: Experimental device diagram.](image)

The total RONS concentrations in the PAW could be obtained by integrating the absorbance area at the wavelengths of 190–340 nm in the UV/Vis spectra [26]. The total RONS concentrations could be calculated in accordance with the following formula:

$$\text{total absorbance} \approx \int_{190 \text{ nm}}^{340 \text{ nm}} \text{Abs}(\lambda) \, d\lambda.$$

(3)

2.2.8. Concentrations of H$_2$O$_2$, NO$_2^-$, and NO$_3^-$. The needle array-plate DBD generated a lot of plasma, which activated the water through diffusion and interaction between ionic wind and water. The activated water contained H$_2$O$_2$, NO$_2^-$, NO$_3^-$, and other particles. The main chemical reaction pathways are shown in Figure 2.

(1) Concentration of H$_2$O$_2$. Studies showed that only H$_2$O$_2$ contributes to the absorption spectra above 250 nm for the long-lived particles in PAW. Therefore, H$_2$O$_2$ absorption was separated from total absorption. The concentration of H$_2$O$_2$ in the solution could be calculated using the absorbance of PAW at 250 and 255 nm [27].

In accordance with the Beer–Lambert law, the concentration of H$_2$O$_2$ could be calculated using the absorbance values at 250 and 255 nm through the following formula:

$$\text{Abs}_{250} = \epsilon_{250}(\text{H}_2\text{O}_2)l = 7.247 \times 10^{-4} \times n(\text{H}_2\text{O}_2),$$

(4)

$$\text{Abs}_{255} = \epsilon_{255}(\text{H}_2\text{O}_2)l = 5.315 \times 10^{-4} \times n(\text{H}_2\text{O}_2),$$

(5)

where $n(\text{H}_2\text{O}_2)$ is the concentration of H$_2$O$_2$ in the solution; $\text{Abs}_{250}$ and $\text{Abs}_{255}$ are the absorbance values at 250 and 255 nm, respectively; and $l$ is the optical path length (10 mm). The concentration of H$_2$O$_2$ was calculated using the following equation:
2.2.9. Effects of PAW and Discharge Plasma on Seeds of Astragalus adsurgens Pall. The seeds of A. adsurgens Pall were treated with 4 cm needle-dielectric plate distances, 25 kV voltage, 60 min treatment time, and PAW under the same conditions. The voltage of plasma treatment was 25 kV; the needle-dielectric plate distance was 4 cm; and the treatment time was 60 min. PAW for seed treatment was also obtained under these conditions. The selected seeds were evenly placed in a Petri dish with a diameter of 9 cm and 50 seeds per dish. Without any treatment, the deionized water culture group (control group) was marked as CK; after discharge plasma treatment, the deionized water culture group was marked as Plasma; without discharge plasma treatment, PAW culture group was marked as PAW; the coculture group of discharge Plasma and PAW was marked as Plasma+PAW.

Plasma was added to the Petri dishes of the CK and Plasma groups, and PAW was added to the PAW and Plasma+PAW groups to maintain sufficient water. The seeds were placed in a light incubator at a constant temperature of 24°C. After the seeds were germinated, the light incubator was irradiated with 100 lux light, continuous illumination for 14 h, and darkness for 10 h. The survival rate was counted 6 days later. The formula of seed survival rate is as follows:

\[ S = \frac{n_6}{N} \times 100\% , \]  

where \( S \) is the survival rate, \( N \) is the total number of seeds, and \( n_6 \) is the number of germination on the 6th day.
2.2.10. Seedling ROS Content Test. From the same treated seedlings, 1.5 g was randomly selected on the 3rd and 6th day of inoculation, and the ROS was measured after the ice bath was ground. The substrate used for the assay was 20,70-Dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate. The sample to be tested was reacted with 10 mM CM-H2DCFDA at 25°C for 30 min in the dark according to the method of Babu et al. [28]. The sample was then placed in a 96-well plate containing 100 µL of distilled water in the dark and then put into a microplate reader (SpectraMax I3, Molecular Devices Corporation, USA). The excitation intensity of 530 nm was detected by excitation with an excitation light of 485 nm. This was repeated six times or more.

3. Results

3.1. Plasma Diagnosis

3.1.1. Plasma Discharge under Different Conditions. In dark conditions, the needle array-plate DBD can produce evident purple light (Figure 3).

Figure 3(a) shows the plasma discharge pattern when the needle-dielectric plate spacing is 4 cm and the voltage is changed. In Figure 3(a), the plasma discharge phenomenon at a voltage of 25 kV is most evident, followed by that at a voltage of 20 kV, and weakest at a voltage of 15 kV. At 15 kV, only faint light can be seen.

Figure 3(b) shows the plasma emission diagram observed at a voltage of 20 kV, and the needle-dielectric plate spacing is changed. The plasma discharge at needle-dielectric plate distance of 3 cm is most evident, followed by that at needle-dielectric plate distance of 4 cm, and weakest at needle-dielectric plate distance of 5 cm.

The plasma discharge increases with increasing voltage and decreasing needle-dielectric plate distance.

3.1.2. Variation of Ionic Wind under Different Conditions. Figure 4(a) shows the measurement results of ionic wind speed under different voltages. The ionic wind speed increases linearly with increasing voltage. Figure 4(b) shows the measurement results of ionic wind speed under different needle-dielectric plate distances. The ionic wind velocity decreases with increasing needle-dielectric plate distance.

3.1.3. Diagnosis of Plasma Emission Spectra under Different Conditions. The plasma emission spectra are shown in Figure 5. The concentration of RONS produced in the process of needle array-plate DBD is high, and many kinds exist. O (715.6 and 799.8 nm), N (674.4 and 631.6 nm), NO2 (594.1 nm), N+ (426 nm), N2+ (393.4 nm), N5+ (337.3, 357.3, and 315.8 nm), and NO- (297 nm) can be clearly observed in the emission spectra. The N (3p–3s) and O (3p–3s) spectra increase significantly in the wavelength range of 600–900 nm, and the peak height increases significantly with increasing voltage.

The spectral intensity of the emission lines of O, NO2, N+2, N+, N5+, and NO- in Figure 6(a) increases with increasing voltage. The spectral intensity of these particle lines in Figure 6(b) decreases as the needle-dielectric plate distance increases. This result corresponds to the phenomenon observed in Figure 3, thereby proving the change in plasma concentration.

3.2. Analysis of PAW

3.2.1. Evaporation Rate. Figure 4 shows that under the same conditions, a high voltage and low needle-dielectric plate distance result in high ionic wind speed. Moreover, a high voltage and low needle-dielectric plate distance result in a fast evaporation rate of water due to the action of ionic wind and a high-voltage electric field (Figure 7).

3.2.2. pH and Conductivity of PAW. The initial pH and conductivity of the deionized water are 6.54 and 2.93 µS/cm, respectively. The pH of PAW decreases with increasing treatment time, and the minimum value can be below 3. After 10–30 min treatment, the pH decreases sharply, and after 30 min, the pH value decreases slowly and tends to be stable. When the needle-dielectric plate distance is 4 cm, a high voltage results in low pH of PAW. At a constant voltage of 20 kV, decreasing needle-dielectric plate distance results in low pH of PAW (Figure 8).

The electrical conductivity of PAW increases sharply after treatment, especially with increasing voltage. At needle-dielectric plate distance of 4 cm and a voltage of 25 kV, the conductivity increases linearly. The highest conductivity obtained is around 1,400 µS/cm. At a voltage of 20 kV, needle-dielectric plate distance results in high conductivity change in PAW (Figure 9).

3.2.3. UV/Vis Spectra of PAW. At the needle-dielectric plate distance of 4 and 5 cm, the voltages are 15 (Figure 10(a)) and 20 (Figure 10(e)) kV, respectively. The UV/Vis spectra of these two images, that is, same contours and peak positions, are similar to those obtained by Oh et al. [25] and Liu et al. [27]. At the needle-dielectric plate distance of 4 and 3 cm, a voltage of 20 kV (Figures 10(b) and 10(d)), and treatment of 10 min, the UV/Vis spectra are the same as those observed in previous studies. After 20 min of treatment, a new peak appears in the UV/Vis spectra. At this time, with increasing processing time, the spectral curve of the wavelength from 190 to 210 nm has no evident change. However, at a wavelength higher than 210 nm, a new peak with a redshift and color enhancement is observed with increased processing time. In Figure 10(c), at the needle-dielectric plate distance of 4 cm, a voltage of 25 kV, and increased treatment time, the phenomena of redshift and color enhancement are evident.

3.2.4. Total Absorbance of RONS. Figure 11 shows the changes in the total absorbance of PAW obtained under different conditions. As the treatment time increases, the total absorbance of PAW increases. At constant the needle-dielectric plate distance, increased voltage results in increased total absorbance. At constant voltage, decreasing the
needle-dielectric plate distance results in increased total absorbance. The increased total absorbance indicates that the concentration of components in PAW is increasing.

3.2.5. Concentrations of $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$, $\text{NO}_2^−$, and $\text{NO}_3^−$. (1) Concentration of $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$. Figure 12 shows the concentration of $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ calculated in accordance with equations (4)–(6). Increasing treatment time results in increasing $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ concentration in PAW. At constant needle-dielectric plate distance, a high voltage results in high $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ concentration. At constant voltage, a small needle-dielectric plate distance results in high $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ concentration, and the highest concentration is 60 mg/L.

(2) Concentration of $\text{NO}_2^−$. When the water is activated at the needle-dielectric plate distance of 4 cm and voltage of 15 kV, the $\text{NO}_2^−$ concentration first increases and then decreases with increasing treatment time. At the needle-dielectric plate distance of 4 cm, voltage of 25 kV, and activation time of 10 min, the $\text{NO}_2^−$ concentration reaches 1.22 mg/L and decreases with prolonged time. The lowest $\text{NO}_2^−$ concentration reaches 0.29 mg/L (Figure 13).

(3) Concentration of $\text{NO}_3^−$. In Figure 14, the $\text{NO}_3^−$ concentration shows the same change pattern as the $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ concentration. The concentration of $\text{NO}_3^−$ in PAW increases with increasing treatment time, and at constant needle-dielectric plate distance, a high voltage results in high $\text{NO}_3^−$ concentration. At a voltage of 25 kV, the $\text{NO}_3^−$ concentration is 24.57 mg/L. At constant, the needle-dielectric plate
distance results in high NO$_3^-$ concentration. At the needle-dielectric plate distance of 3 cm, the NO$_3^-$ concentration is highest (reaching 135.65 mg/L).

### 3.2.6. Survival of Astragalus adsurgens Pall Seeds

In Figure 15, the survival rate of the Plasma group was slightly lower than that of the CK group, but there was no significant difference between the two groups. The survival rate of the two groups treated with PAW was significantly reduced, reaching the half lethal dose, which was significantly different from that of the CK group. The survival rate of the Plasma + PAW group decreased most significantly. There was no significant difference between the PAW group and the Plasma + PAW group, which indicated that the mortality of the two groups increased and the survival rate decreased mainly due to the effect of PAW.

### 3.2.7. ROS Content Changes

As shown in Figure 16, the ROS content after treatment on the 3rd day after inoculation was lower than that of the control group; the content of ROS in the Plasma + PAW group was higher than that in other groups; and there was a significant difference between the Plasma + PAW group and other groups. On the 6th day after inoculation, the ROS content in each group was lower than on the 3rd day, the content of ROS in the treatment group was significantly lower than that in the control group.

### 4. Discussion

In the process of plasma discharge, the plasma concentration increases with increasing voltage and air ionization degree. In addition, when the needle-dielectric plate distance was adjusted, a small needle-dielectric plate distance and a high voltage result in high plasma concentration. The discharge phenomenon diagram shows that a high voltage and a small needle-dielectric plate distance result in an evident plasma emission phenomenon. Increasing voltage and decreasing needle-dielectric plate distance result in linearly increasing ionic wind speed. The ionic wind refers to the plasma.
flowing in space and RONS. In addition to the RONS in the ionic wind dissolving into the water to activate the water, the spatial flow of RONS plays an important role in the process of needle array-plate DBD activation of water. First, the increase in ionic wind speed can improve the evaporation rate of water and then increase the concentration of RONS in PAW, which can improve the activation efficiency of PAW. Second, during treatment, ionic wind collides with water to form waves on the water surface. Considering the fluctuation in water, many RONS are dissolved into the water, and the water reacts. Compared with other devices, the discharge plasma generated makes the water active by diffusion and penetration, and the activation effect is evident.

In the plasma emission spectra, the plasma generated by the needle array-plate DBD contains O, NO$_2$, N$_2$*, N*, N$_2$+, NO$^-$ and other particles, and the concentration of these particles also increases with increased discharge voltage or decreased needle-dielectric plate distance; this law can be proved by increasing the intensity of plasma emission spectrum. The oxidation potential of O is 2.42 V, and O is one of the active oxygen particles with strong oxidation potential and plays an important role in the activation process of water. The analysis of the spectra shows that the intensity of plasma emission spectra produced by the needle array-plate DBD is higher than that of other plasma discharge devices commonly used in recent years, for example, DC plasma jet system studied by Deng et al. [29] and reverse discharge systems studied by Czech et al. [30]. Although the atmospheric pressure plasma jet device studied by Chen et al. has a high intensity in the wavelength range of 300–450 nm; its intensity in the wavelength range of 590–810 nm is far lower than that of the experimental method used in this paper; and the content of O is low. Therefore, compared with other plasma emitters, the needle array-plate DBD has the advantages of large plasma concentration and rich plasma types.

With increasing voltage and treatment time, decreased needle-dielectric plate distance, decreased pH of PAW, and increased conductivity are observed. Changes in pH and conductivity are caused by increased treatment time, plasma concentration, and ionic wind speed. The UV/Vis spectra of PAW show that the UV/Vis spectra are basically the same as those obtained by previous studies at needle-dielectric plate distance of 4 cm and voltage of 15 kV and at needle-dielectric plate distance of 5 cm and voltage of 20 kV. However, with increasing discharge voltage, decreasing needle-dielectric plate distance, and prolonged treatment time, a new peak appears in the UV/Vis spectra. In other words, a high concentration of discharge plasma and long treatment time results in the occurrence of the chemical change of PAW and probable production of new substances. After a new peak appears, with increasing treatment time, the UV/Vis spectra curves from 190 to 210 nm have no evident change and are close to coincidence. However, when the wavelength is larger than 210 nm, the new peak with a redshift and color enhancement is observed with prolonged processing time. The redshift phenomenon is caused by the conjugate effect and the influence of pH on the UV/Vis spectra, thereby changing the molecular properties. In accordance with the Beer–Lambert law, the total absorbance of the UV/Vis spectra can be obtained by integrating the absorbance area at the wavelength from 190 to 340 nm. A large total absorbance results in a high concentration of RONS in PAW.

Calculation and comparison show that a high voltage and small needle-dielectric plate distance result in high total absorbance, which is in accordance with the above conclusion. Moreover, the RONS of PAW prepared with the needle array-plate DBD are higher than those of discharge
Figure 10: UV/Vis spectra at the needle-dielectric plate distance of 4 cm and voltages of (a) 15, (b) 20, and (c) 25 kV. UV/Vis spectra at a voltage of 20 kV and the needle-dielectric plate distance of (d) 3 and (e) 5 cm.

Figure 11: Total absorbance values at (a) voltages of 15, 20, and 25 kV and the needle-dielectric plate distance of 4 cm and (b) voltage of 20 kV and the needle-dielectric plate distance of 3, 4, and 5 cm.
devices used in previous studies. The concentrations of $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ and $\text{NO}_2^-$ increase with increasing voltage, proximity of the needle-dielectric plate distance, and treatment time. In the study of Liu et al., the maximum concentrations of $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ and $\text{NO}_2^-$ can reach 2.2 and 9 mg/L, respectively [27]. In the study of Oh et al., the concentration of $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ is always below 1 mg/L, and the highest concentration of $\text{NO}_2^-$ is around 0.5 mg/L [31]. However, the concentration of the experimental device we used can reach 5 mg/L at the lowest level when the water is activated for 10 min and can reach 63 mg/L after long-term treatment. The concentration of $\text{NO}_2^-$ is different from those of $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ and $\text{NO}_3^-$ in the change trend. The UV/Vis spectra analysis shows that at the needle-dielectric plate distance of 3 and 4 cm, voltage of 20 kV, and short treatment time, the UV/Vis spectra of PAW only show a peak at the wavelength of 203 nm. At this time, the concentration of $\text{NO}_2^-$ increases with the extension of treatment time. After treatment for more than 20 min, peak changes in the UV/Vis spectra, redshift, and enhancement phenomena are observed, and the concentration of $\text{NO}_2^-$ decreases with

**Figure 12:** $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ concentrations at voltages of 15, 20, and 25 kV and the needle-dielectric plate distance of 4 cm and the needle-dielectric plate distance of 3 and 5 cm and voltage of 20 kV.

**Figure 13:** $\text{NO}_2^-$ concentrations at (a) voltages of 15, 20, and 25 kV and the needle-dielectric plate distance of 4 cm and (b) the needle-dielectric plate distance of 3, 4, and 5 cm and voltage of 20 kV.
increasing treatment time. When the needle-dielectric plate distance is 4 cm and the voltage is 25 kV, the UV/Vis spectra change beginning from the treatment of 10 min, and the concentration decreases with increasing treatment time. This result may be because the activation is evident due to high voltage, close needle-dielectric plate distance, and long treatment time. When H$_2$O$_2$ and NO$_2^-$ reach a certain concentration, the oxidation-reduction reaction occurs to generate NO$_3^-$ and H$_2$O. Thus, the concentration of NO$_2^-$ decreases.

It is generally believed that the seeds treated by discharge plasma or PAW can promote the growth and germination rate of plants, but there is no significant difference in the final survival rate of seeds [20, 21, 32]; therefore, it is impossible to use discharge plasma for mutation breeding. Especially for the seeds of *A. adsurgens* Pall, because there is a dense wax layer on the epidermis, the discharge plasma can hardly penetrate the seed coat and reach the embryo; however, after discharge plasma etching, RONS in the PAW can reach the embryo site during the seed germination and growth process, and a series of complex processes occur, which can achieve the purpose of mutation breeding. Studies have shown that the growth of *A. adsurgens* Pall was obviously inhibited by PAW with voltage of 25 kV, the needle-dielectric plate distance of 4 cm, and activation time of 60 min. The combined treatment of PAW and

![Graph showing NO$_3^-$ concentrations at voltages of 15, 20, and 25 kV and the needle-dielectric plate distance of 4 cm and the needle-dielectric plate distance of 3, 4, and 5 cm and voltage of 20 kV.](image1)

**Figure 14:** NO$_3^-$ concentrations at voltages of 15, 20, and 25 kV and the needle-dielectric plate distance of 4 cm and the needle-dielectric plate distance of 3, 4, and 5 cm and voltage of 20 kV.

![Graph showing survival rate of *Astragalus adsurgens* Pall (different letters indicate statistically significant differences between treatments (p < 0.05)).](image2)

**Figure 15:** Survival rate of *Astragalus adsurgens* Pall (different letters indicate statistically significant differences between treatments (p < 0.05)).

![Graph showing content of reactive oxygen species in *Astragalus adsurgens* Pall seedlings (different letters indicate statistically significant differences between treatments (p < 0.05)).](image3)

**Figure 16:** Content of reactive oxygen species in *Astragalus adsurgens* Pall seedlings (different letters indicate statistically significant differences between treatments (p < 0.05)).
5. Conclusions

(1) The plasma generated by the needle array-plate DBD device has a large concentration and rich types. Increasing voltage and decreasing needle-dielectric plate distance result in increased plasma concentration and ionic wind speed.

(2) Increased ionic wind speed can accelerate water evaporation and increase the concentration of RONS in PAW. During the treatment process, ionic wind and water collide form ripples on the water surface. Many RONS are dissolved in water and react with water due to the fluctuation in water. This activation effect is more pronounced than that of discharge plasma acting directly on water to activate it.

(3) The high concentration of discharge plasma and the long processing time lead to the change in the peak at 190–210 nm in the UV/Vis spectra. The redshift phenomenon and color enhancement occur at wavelengths higher than 210 nm, and the chemical reaction occurs in PAW.

(4) The combined action of discharge plasma and PAW increased the seed mortality rate and the ROS level of seedlings significantly. It caused severe oxidative stress injury, the survival rate decreased significantly and reached below the half lethal dose. It is of great significance to the mutation breeding of *A. adsurgens* Pall.
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